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What’s New in this Update:
This Release of Ontario’s Equity Laws updates Chapter 13 (The Pay
Equity Hearings Tribunal) along with new case digests and legislation
updates.

Case Highlights
. Pay Equity Hearings Tribunal — Parties to a Proceeding Before the
Tribunal/Anonymous Complaints — The Pay Equity Hearings Tribunal
ordered that an unidentified employee who was a party to the complaint
had a right to participate in proceedings and could do so anonymously,
through an agent. Ontario (Pay Equity Office) v. Sexual Assault Support
Centre of Ottawa, 2016 CarswellOnt 585 (Ont. P.E.H.T.).
. Pay Equity Hearings Tribunal — Remedies/Confirm/Vary/Revoke Review Officer’s Order — A delay of 14 years between the posting of a pay
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equity plan and the final order of a Review Officer was found to be
unreasonable, prejudicial, and an abuse of process. The delay resulted in
substantial and irreparable prejudice to the employer, which after
believing that its non-union plan had been approved, completed its pay
equity wage adjustments. To require the Applicant to incur the cost of
making retroactive pay equity adjustments and pay interest on those
amounts would be prejudicial. Additionally, due to the time lapse, the
employer no longer had access to the payroll records that would be
required to characterize pay increases it had made since 2005 as pay
equity adjustments. Furthermore, allowing the complaint could bring
the resolution system into disrepute by emboldening complainant
employees to raise objections long after a pay equity plan had been
“deemed approved”. The Tribunal, however, rejected the applicant’s
preferred remedy that it be permitted to characterize all post 2005 wage
increases as pay equity adjustments. The Tribunal concluded that there
was nothing preventing the applicant from proceeding in that fashion
without the Tribunal’s support, but it was not the role of the Tribunal to
insulate parties from the legal consequences of their respective actions.
Therefore, the Tribunal ordered the rescission of the Order. Maitland
Manor Health Care Centre v. Mattuci, 2015 CarswellOnt 16269, 2016
C.L.L.C. 230-014 (Ont. P.E.H.T.).
. Arbitrations — Grievance procedure — Policy grievance — Union
grieved employer breached collective agreement by eliminating Family
Visitor classification and permanently laying off grievors as reprisal for
grievors obtaining significant retroactive wage increases; employer
subsequently assigned work normally performed by grievors to public
health nurses. Employer submitted lay-offs were reluctantly undertaken
to address chronic and sustained funding shortfall. Employer’s decision
to eliminate classification and lay-off grievors was done in good faith
pursuant to legitimate business purposes in light of budgetary pressures.
Employer failed to provide union with 20 working days’ notice in order
to provide union with opportunity to discuss and potentially put
forward alternative options. Grievors entitled to all lost wages
associated with lay-off taking place prior to completion of 20 working
days’ notice period. Lambton (County) and CUPE, Local 1291 (Layoff
of Family Visitors), Re, 127 C.L.A.S. 38, 2016 CarswellOnt 6554 (Ont.
Arb.).

ProView Access and Westlaw Federated Search
Did you know that this title is available through your web browser on
Thomson Reuters ProViewTM, or can be downloaded to your desktop,
laptop or tablet giving you the freedom and flexibility to work wherever
and whenever you want, with or without an Internet connection? Access
to this title on the ProView platform is included with your print

subscription.
With this title and its Publisher’s Note now available on ProView, you
will also notice that only one version of the Publisher’s Note will be
included with your print release going forward. We trust you will find
these changes and enhancements beneficial as our products continue to
evolve to meet your research and workflow implementation needs. Also,
a reminder that an electronic version of all of the most recent Publisher’s
Notes for each publication is available at http://www.carswell.com/
products/elooseleafs-publishers-notes/.
PLUS we’re delighted to announce that effective late April 2017,
researchers with a WestlawNext1 Canada subscription can do a single
search in WestlawNext Canada, which also simultaneously searches the
supplemented titles that are currently on ProView.
This collection of content will now be called eLooseleafs on ProView
(formerly the eReference Library on ProView). Relevant eLooseleaf titles
will be displayed in the WestlawNext Canada results list and search
results can be accessed by linking directly from the list of search results in
WestlawNext Canada to ProView. Subscriptions to the individual titles
will be required in order to access the content on ProView.
This new Federated search will streamline your research and help you to
easily access relevant, authoritative content across platforms.

